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Anthony Townsend maps the data deluge currently reshaping urban studies; Theresa MacPhail examines the paradoxes of big data in public health; Arjun Appadurai introduces us to the dynamic materiality of “mediants”; Ash Amin rethinks the sociality and politics of urban public space; Talal Asad talks with Irfan Ahmad about his work to problematize a “seamless web” view of history’s unfolding; Austin Zeiderman, Sobia Ahmad Kaker, Jonathan Silver, and Astrid Wood show how uncertainty shapes contemporary cities and urban life; Nikhil Anand assesses the state of water leakage in Mumbai; Sareeta Amrute interrogates connections between violence and mobility in India; Amy Hinterberger and Natalie Porter examine how viruses and genomes have become sovereign subjects; Bruce O’Neill explores the intimate politics of poverty and consumption in Bucharest; and more . . .
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